Get to know your school’s EBSCO resources!

To support teaching and learning in K-12 schools, the New Jersey State Library provides access to a collection of reliable information resources from EBSCO. These resources come in a variety of formats — magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, reference books, primary source documents and multimedia — and cover a vast array of subject areas from art, literature and social studies to math, science and technology.

Key Benefits

- Simple, mobile-friendly search interfaces that quickly deliver relevant results
- 60,000 videos from the Associated Press, the world’s leading news agency
- Easy-to-browse categories organized by popular topic to inspire research ideas
- Topic overviews that provide students a starting point for research
- Google Drive and Google Classroom integration for easy saving and sharing of content
- Lexile® reading level indicators for finding texts that match students’ reading abilities
- Text-to-speech for HTML articles to assist struggling readers, auditory learners and those developing English language proficiency
- Full-text translation in more than 30 languages for HTML articles
- COPPA compliance, meaning EBSCO won’t ask users for personal information
- Ability to view, save, print and email citations in many formats, including MLA and APA, as well as direct export to NoodleTools, EasyBib and other bibliographic management platforms

connect.ebsco.com | www.jerseyclicks.org
Student Research

*Explora for Elementary & Middle Schools* lets students search these age-appropriate multidisciplinary databases at once:

- **Primary Search** contains easy-to-read encyclopedia entries, a vast image collection, and complete articles from popular children's magazines, such as *Cricket*, *Highlights* and *Ranger Rick, Jr.*

- **Middle Search Plus** contains complete articles from more than 170 popular middle school magazines, such as *Cobblestone, National Geographic, TIME* and *Sports Illustrated Kids*, as well as thousands of biographies and historical essays. It also includes primary source documents, reference books, Associated Press videos, and more than 1.9 million photos, maps and flags.

*Explora for High Schools* allows high school students to search all these full-text databases at once:

- **MAS Ultra - School Edition** covers a wide-range of subject areas such as history, science, careers and more with complete articles from *TIME, People, Discover, Scientific American, The Nation, U.S. News & World Report* and other popular magazines. Students will also find thousands of biographies and primary source documents, as well as more than 1.8 million photos, maps, flags and color PDFs.

- **Literary Reference Center** includes thousands of critical essays, book reviews, literary journals, author biographies, plot summaries and more covering all literary genres and timeframes. It also contains full text for classic novels, short stories and poems.

- **Referencia Latina** contains Spanish-language content covering a broad array of subjects. Content includes reference books, general interest magazines and health reports.

*These reference centers are also available in their own dedicated interfaces. Go to [www.jerseyclicks.org](http://www.jerseyclicks.org).*

*Points of View Reference Center* provides rich, diverse content to help high school students assess and craft persuasive arguments and essays, better understand controversial issues, and develop analytical thinking skills. The database covers hundreds of often-debated topics, each presenting an overview (objective background information), point (argument) and counterpoint (opposing argument).

Educator Support

*Explora Educator’s Edition* supports class instruction and professional development with the latest educational research, lesson plans and a Curriculum Standards Module providing recommended search strings to help teachers find EBSCO content that aligns to state and national learning standards. Databases for educators include:

- **Academic Search Premier** is a multidisciplinary database containing thousands of full-text articles from popular magazines and scholarly journals as well as video content from the Associated Press, the world's leading news agency.

- **ERIC (Education Resources Information Center)** provides access to educational literature and resources. The database contains more than 1.6 million records, links to hundreds of thousands of full-text documents, and an education-specific thesaurus.

- **Teacher Reference Center** provides indexing and abstracts for more than 230 peer-reviewed journals covering assessment, curriculum development, instruction, literacy, educational leadership and more.

Readers’ Advisory

*NoveList K-8* can help you find fiction books that students WANT to read. Recommended reads and helpful articles give everyone involved in education — librarians, teachers and parents — the tools to engage students at all levels, helping them to become lifelong readers.